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Welcome to

Kangerlussuaq Airport

Contact:

Address:

Email: bgsf@mit.gl

Postbox 1006

Phone: +299 38 29 56

3910 Kangerlussuaq

Fax: +299 84 13 60

Greenland

Kangerlussuaq Airport is the largest Airport in Greenland. It is situated at the
end of the fjord Kangerlussuaq in central-western Greenland and it benefits
from a stable inland climate. Kangerlussuaq Airport is the international hub for
commercial and passenger airfare in Greenland and as such it is the most well

Technical information

equipped airport in Greenland.

The following information should not be
used for flight planning. Please consult
aim.naviair.dk and mit.gl for updated
information.
Kangerlussuaq Airport dates back to 1941 under the name
of Bluie West-8, later renamed Sondrestromfjord Air Base
and Sondrestrom Air Base. The runway is 2810 meters –

70-room capacity and a restaurant, is located within the
terminal building of the airport, providing accommodation
for transferring passengers and personnel. The Hotel is

a 1.51% upslope first 900 M RWY 09 may cause optical
illusion of a shorter runway.

owned by Greenland Airports.
Visit www.hotelkangerlussuaq.gl for more information.

In the 1950s, transatlantic civilian flights began using the
air base for refueling. This use decreased in the 1960s as
airliners gained greater range, but the base became the
hub of domestic air traffic and also for smaller airplanes
crossing the Atlantic. The airport was handed over to
Greenland Airports in 1992. Hotel Kangerlussuaq, with a

Other amenities include a night-club and a cafeteria,
restaurant and bar. Several tourism outfitters share an
office in the terminal, alongside the Tourist Office.
For more information on tourism in Kangerlussuaq see:
www.greenland.com/en/destinations/arctic-circle-region/
kangerlussuaq

Radio freq:
TWR: 118.300 MHZ • APP: 126.200 MHZ
Location:
67 01 01.09N - 050 41 21.57W
Fuel and oil:
Fuel: Jet A1, 100LL • Oil: Turbo, AV, Skydrol
Meteorological information:
Weather briefing call + 299 84 10 22
Hangar space:
Hangar space for visiting aircraft is limited

Opening
hours

1

Mon-Sat: 1100-2000 (1000-1900)* UTC EXC SUN/HOL. Outside hours of service PPR MNM 9 HR
(within opening hours).
*From first Sunday in March until last Saturday incl. in October
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Airspace classification:
D

